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Currently supported by HTC Vive and Oculus Rift. The game is also under heavy development and will be updated each
month until we feel comfortable with its stage.
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Title: HUNTING SIMULATOR VR
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
RIVERSIDE SPORTS
Publisher:
RIVERSIDE SPORTS
Release Date: 14 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: WINDOWS 8

Processor: INTEL i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 2 GB available space
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2\/4\/19 update: The game is still not at a place i'd like it, but the dev has been actively updating and delivering on his promises
so I'm changing this to a recommend. At $5 you can't expect the world, and this currently is a "buy and hold" game in that it's
not really complete enough to play a lot in but once the gutting system is implemented that should change.. Hunting Simulator
VR, something we all wanted and something we now have!
This game is a truley great game with a Awesome active Dev team that trys to push out updates as soon as they can to make the
user experience better.
My experience on this game has just been getting better and better with every update that has come to the game, from better
Graphics, AI, Models, Sounds, Ect It just keeps getting better! I do highly recommend this game, though it is in very early
development it definitly has potential and once it reaches that potential it may or may not go up in price depending if they want
to so I would definitly get this game while its cheap! Its well worth the price!. Animals are not scared at all. There is no sneaking
system. You can't interact with most of the things laying around.. HUNTING SIMULATOR VR Is an ambitious game.

It tries really hard to work, but it doesn't.

PROS: Nice feeling guns
Great main menu music
Friendly developer

CONS: Animals don't react to player
Player can climb walls with the teleport locomotion
No way to change locomotion

Could I recommend this game in its current state? Sure, if you want to shoot goat props.
Do I want it to get better? Yes, definitely.
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